ABSTRACT. In a Bayesian approach for solving linear inverse problems one needs to specify the prior laws for calculation of the posterior law. A cost function can also be de ned in order to have a common tool for various Bayesian estimators which depend on the data and the hyperparameters. The Gaussian case excepted, these estimators are not linear and so depend on the scale of the measurements. In this paper a weaker property than linearity is imposed on the Bayesian estimator, namely the scale invariance property (SIP).
Introduction
Linear inverse problem is a common framework for many di erent objectives, such as reconstruction, restoration, or deconvolution of images arising in various applied areas 3].
The problem is to estimate an object x which is indirectly observed through a linear operator A, and is therefore noisy. We choose explicitly this linear model because its simplicity captures many of interesting features of more complex models without their computational complexity. Such a degradation models allows the following description: y = Ax + b; (1) where b includes both the modeling errors and unavoidable noise of any physical observation system, and A represents the indirect observing system and depends on a particular application. For example, A can be diagonal or block-diagonal in deblurring, Toeplitz or bloc-Toeplitz in deconvolution, or have no special interesting form as in X-ray tomography.
In order to solve these problems, one may choose to minimize the quadratic residual error ky ? Axk (2) When mathematically exact solutions exist, they are too sensitive to unavoidable noise and so are not of practical interest. This fact is due to a very high condition number of A 3] . In order to have a solution of interest, we must mathematically qualify admissible solutions.
The Bayesian framework is well suited for this kind of problem because it could combine information from data y and prior knowledge on the solution. One needs then to specify the prior laws p x (x; ) and p b (y ? x(y; ) = arg min x n E x jy fC(x ; x)jyg o (3) depending both on data y and hyperparameters .
Choosing a prior model is a di cult task. This prior model would include our prior knowledge. Some criteria based on information theory and maximum entropy principle, have been used for that. For example, when our prior knowledge are the moments of the image to be restored, application of maximum entropy principle leads Djafari & Demoment 4 ] to exact determination of the prior, including its parameters. Knowledge of the bounds (a gabarit) and the choice of a reference measure leads LeBesnerais 5, 6 ] to the construction of a model accounting for human shaped prior in the context of astronomic deconvolution.
We consider the case when there is no important and quantitative prior information such as the knowledge of moment or bounds of the solution. Then we propose to reduce the arbitrariness of the choice of prior model by application of constraint to the resulting Bayesian estimator. The major constraint for the estimator is to be scale invariant, that is, whichever the scale or physical unit we choose, estimation results must be identical. This desirable property will reduce the possible choice for prior models and make it independent of the unavoidable scale choice. In this sense, related works of Jaynes 7] or Box & Tiao 8] on non-informative prior are close to our statement, although in these works the ignorance is not limited to the measurement scale. In our work, qualitative information only is supposed to be known (positivity excepted), so we think of choosing a parametric family of probability laws as a usual and natural way in accounting for the prior. The parameters estimation in the chosen family of laws will be done according to the data, with a Maximun Likelihood (ML) or the Generalized Maximum Likelihood (GML) approach. These approaches are shown in this paper to be scale invariant.
One can criticize choosing the prior law from a desired property of the nal estimator rather than from the available prior knowledge. We do not maintain having exactly chosen a model but just restricting the available choice. Then Gaussian or convex prior popularity is due likely to the tractability of the associated estimator rather than Gaussianity or convexity of the modeling process. Lastly, good as the model is, its use depends on the tradeo between the good behavior of the nal estimator and the quality of estimation.
The paper is organized as follows. First, we state some known results on Gaussian estimators as well as introduce and justify the imposition of scale invariance property (SIP) onto the estimator. This will be done in section 2 with various examples of scale invariant models. In section 3 we prove a general theorem for a Bayesian estimator to be scale invariant. This theorem states a su cient condition on the prior laws which can be used for reducing the choice to admissible priors. For this, we consider two cases of prior laws : entropic prior laws and rst-order Markov models. In related preceding works 1, 2], the SIP constraints has been studied for the case of entropic prior laws. In this paper we extend that work to the case of rst-order Markov models.
Linearity and scale invariance property
In order to better understand the scale invariance property (SIP), in the next subsection we consider in detail the classical case of linear estimators. First, let us de ne linearity as combination of additivity: 8y 1 (6) whereas the conditional additive noise is often a zero mean Gaussian process N(0; b ). (10) Thus, if we take care of hyperparameters, the two restored images are physically the same.
This property is rarely stated in the Gaussian case, which can be explained by the use of SNR as a major tool of reasoning. Thus if we set the SNR, then b
x k and kb x are equal.
In many cases Gaussian assumptions are ful lled, often leading to fast algorithms for calculating the resulting linear estimator. We focus on the case where Gaussian assumptions are too strong. It is the case when Gauss-Markov models are used, leading to smoother restoration than wanted. It might be explained by the short probability distribution tails which make discontinuity rare and which prevent appearing of wide homogeneous areas into the restored image. 2.2. Scale invariance basics Although the particular case considered above may appear obvious, it is at the base of the scale invariance axiom. In order to estimate or to compare physical parameters, we must choose a scale measurement. This can have a physical meaningful unit or only a grey-level scale in computerized optics. Anyway we have to keep in mind that a physical unit or scale is just a practical but arbitrary tool, both common and convenient. As a consequence of this remark we state the following axiom of scale invariance:
Estimation results must not depend on the arbitrary choice of the scale measurement. This is true when scale measurement depends on time exposure (astronomic observations, Positron emission tomography, X-ray tomography, etc.). Estimation results with two di erent values of time exposure must be coherent. SIP is also of practical interest when exhaustive tests are required for the validation.
Let us have a look on some regularized criteria for Bayesian estimation. In all the cases, the MAP criterion is used, and the estimators take the following form: b x(y; ; ) = arg min x f? log p b (y ? Ax; ) ? log p x (x; )g : (11) L p {norm estimators: General form of those criteria involves an L p {norm rather than a quadratic norm. Then, the noise models and prior models take the following form: (13) where M can be a di erence matrix as used by Bouman 
Changing the scale in this context just modi es the partition function which is not important in the MAP criterion (eq. 11). As the noise is considered Gaussian, these authors
show that if we update the parameter in a proper way ( k = k 2 ), then the ME reconstruction maintain linearity with respect to the measurement scale k. Thus, this ME solution is scale invariant, although nonlinear.
In image restoration, Burch 
where s is the pre-scaling parameter.
Modi cation of the above expression with natural parameters for exponential family leads to the "entropic laws" used later by Gull 
The resulting estimator is scale invariant for the reasons stated above. 
Thus this particular Markov random eld leads to a scale invariant estimator if we update the parameter according to b constant (the noise is assumed Gaussian-independent).
In the same way as in the L p norm example, b can be considered as a generalized SNR.
These examples show that the family of scale invariant laws is not a duck-billed platypus family. It includes many already employed priors on the context of image estimation. We have shown in a related work that other scale invariant prior laws exist, both in the Markovian prior family 17] and in the uncorrelated prior 2] family.
Scale invariant Bayesian estimator
Before further developing the scale invariance constraint for the estimator, we want to emphasize the role of the hyperparameters (i.e., parameters of the prior laws) and to sketch their estimation from the data which is very important in real-world applications. The estimation problem is considered globally. By globally we mean that, although we are interested on the estimation of x we want also to take into account the estimation of the 
In this paper, we focus only on priors which admit density laws. We de ne then the scale invariant property for those laws as follows:
De nition 2 A probability density function p u (u; ) resp., a conditional density p ujv (ujv; The above property for density laws speci es that these laws are a part of a family of the laws which is closed relative to scale transformation. Thus, in this class, a set of pertinent parameters exists for each chosen scale.
We need also to set two properties for scale invariant density laws. Both concern the conservation of the SIP, one after marginalization, the other after application of the Bayes rules. Lemma Proofs are straightforward and are found in Appendix A.
Using these two de nitions, we prove the following theorem which summarizes su cient conditions for an estimator to be scale invariant: 
Hyperparameters estimation
In the above theorem, we assumed that the hyperparameters are given. Thus, given the data y and the hyperparameters , we can calculate b
x. Now, if the scale factor k of the data has been changed, we have rst to update the hyperparameters 18] according to 
and then b is used to estimate x. At a scale k,
Application of lemma 1 implies that
(33) thus, the Maximum Likelihood estimator satis es the condition
The likelihood function (eq. 31) has rarely an explicit form, and a common algorithm for its locally maximization is the EM algorithm which is an iterative algorithm described brie y as follows: 
Then the scale invariance coherence of hyperparameters is ensured during the optimization steps.
In Generalized Maximum Likelihood (GML) method, one estimates both and x by
fp(x; y; )g :
Applying the same demonstration as above to the joint laws rather than to the marginalized one leads to
(39) However, this holds if and only if the GML has a maximum. This may not be always the case and this is a major drawback in GML. Also, in GML method, direct resolution is rarely possible and sub-optimal techniques lead to the classical two-step estimation is supposed to be a realization of the prior law. Thus the coherence of estimated hyperparameters at di erent scales is ful lled during the both optimization steps, and
Thus, if we consider the whole estimation problem (with a ML or GML approach), the SIP of the estimator is assured in both cases. It is also ensured during the iterative optimization schemes of ML or GML.
Markovian invariant distributions
Markovian distributions as priors in image processing allow to introduce local characteristics and inter-pixels correlations. They are widely used but there exist many di erent Markovian models and very few model selection guidelines exist. In this section we apply the above scale invariance considerations to the prior model selection in the case of rst order homogeneous MRFs. 
Moreover, V 0 is the subspace of strictly scale invariant clique potentials.
For the proof of these theorems see 22] . Among the most common models in use for image processing purposes, only few clique potentials fall into the above set. Let us give two examples:
First, the GGMRFs proposed by Bouman (log(x s =x r )) ; (48) where (X) = 2Xsh(X=2) is even. It shows that (x s ; x r ) is in V 1 (1=2) and is scale invariant. As (x s ; x r ) is de ned only on I R 2 + it applies to positive quantities. This feature is very useful in image processing where prior positivity applies to many physical quantities.
Conclusions
In this paper we have outlined and justi ed a weaker property than linearity that is desired for the Bayesian estimators to have. We have shown that this scale invariance property (SIP) helps to avoid an arbitrary choice for the scale of the measurement. Some models already employed in Bayesian estimation, including Markov prior Models 9, 16], Entropic prior 23, 2] and Generalized Gaussian models 11], have demonstrated the existence and usefulness of scale invariant models. Then we have given general conditions for a Bayesian estimator to be scale invariant. This property holds for most Bayesian estimators such as MAP, PM, MMAP under the condition that the prior laws are also scale invariant. Thus, imposition of the SIP can assist in the model selection. We have also shown that classical hyperparameters estimation methods satisfy the SIP property for estimated laws.
Finally we discussed how to choose the prior laws to obtain scale invariant Bayesian estimators. For this, we considered two cases: entropic prior laws and rst-order Markov models. In related preceding works 1, 2, 24], the SIP constraints have been studied for the case of entropic prior laws. In this paper we extended that work to the case of rst-order Markov models and showed that many common Markov models used in image processing are special cases.
A SIP property inheritance Proof of the Lemma 1: which proves the Theorem 1.
